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Observer's Name

Ben Dziedzic

E-mail

bdziedzic@penncharter.com

Phone

2154359712

Observer's Address

432 W Stafford St
Philadelphia
PA
19144
United States

Species (Common Name)

Rock Wren

Species (Scientific Name)

Salpinctes obsoletus

Number of individuals

1

Observation Date and Time

10-02-2018 6:00 PM

Did you submit this sighting
to eBird?

Yes

Link to eBird checklist

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S48896464

County

Montgomery County, PA

Location (City, Borough,
Township)

Flourtown

Exact Site (E.g. Name of park,
lake, road)

Dixon Meadow Preserve

Habitat

rocky drainage leading into wetland

Distance to bird

10-40 feet

Viewing conditions

clear conditions, dusk

Optical equipment used

Eagle Optics Ranger ED 8X42, Iphone 6

Description

The bird was out in the open, on the rocks by the trail and then over by the water.
Upright posture. Good looks in binoculars revealed pale streaking on the chest,
orange flanks, orange/rufous patch on the rump was particularly notable, pale
white line through and just above the eye, spotted back.

Behavior (be as detailed as
possible about what the bird
was doing)

The bird foraged on the rocks exclusively - very seldom retreating into (or very far
into) vegetation. The bird was 'bouncing' the whole time - which was confirmed
as indicative of the species by field guides. Bouncing accompanied by
vocalization (see video and audio).

Separation from similar
species (How you eliminated
others)

Clearly a wren, but behavior as well as size, field marks seemed to rule out any
local wrens. The field marks noted in the description above distinguished it from
other possible wren species.

Discussion – anything else
relevant to the observation
that will aid the committee in
evaluating it:

I spent about fifteen or twenty minutes watching this bird with my binoculars, but
only had an iphone for photos and video.
However, it got very close eventually, and I took a number of photos and videos
with my cell phone. Movement and short vocalizations were recorded on the
video.
Thanks to Brian Henderson for his help with isolating and amplifying audio from
the video (attached below).

Are you positive of your
identification ? (Why or why
not)

Yes, because of clear field marks, the fact that the bird is not easily confused
with other wrens, and distinctive bouncing. Confirmed by many observers who
descended on the Preserve.

During

Audubon field guide app

After

Sibley Guide to Birds, Second Edition

Supporting evidence (check
all that apply)

Photograph
Video
Audio
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